
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evaluation report
Year: 2014

Semester: 1
Course: International Finance (27035)

Module: NONE
Degree: ALL

Professor: Dr. Pinna Andrea
Number of evaluations in course: 46

Number of evaluations in degree: 696

Evaluation of Courses (students who attended at least
50% of the lessons)

Legend: course degree
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Course
Was your preliminary knowledge sufficient to
understand the subject?

  2%       5%   4%      12%   39%     48%   54%     35%
Is the study load in this subject proportionate to
the credits awarded?

  0%       2%   0%      14%   26%     56%   74%     28%
Is the teaching material (recommended and
supplied) adequate for subject study?

  0%       1%   4%       6%   22%     51%   74%     42%
Has the exam procedure been explained
clearly?

  0%       1%   0%       7%   20%     41%   80%     51%

Lectureship
Has the timetable for lectures, exercises and
other teaching activities been respected?

  0%       0%   0%       2%   20%     34%   80%     64%
Does the teacher stimulate / motivate interest
in the subject?

  0%       2%   4%      11%   20%     54%   76%     33%
Does the teacher explain the subject clearly?

  0%       1%   2%      10%   26%     52%   72%     37%
If applicable, does the teaching assistant
explain the subject clearly?

  0%       1%   0%       3%   7%      29%   20%     28%   74%     39%
Are the supplementary teaching activities
(exercises, tutorials, laboratories, etc...) helpful
in subject learning?

  0%       1%   7%       6%   24%     33%   63%     35%   7%      25%
Did the "list of topics covered" that was written
in the course description correspond to the
topics covered in the course?

  0%       0%   0%       2%   28%     43%   72%     54%
Does the teacher display teaching ability?

  0%       1%   2%       5%   28%     46%   70%     48%
Is the teacher open to discussion and does
he/she answer questions?

  0%       0%   0%       2%   9%      35%   91%     63%
Is the teacher available for explanations and
clarifications?

  0%       0%   0%       1%   9%      39%   91%     59%
Was the language used by the teacher the
official course language?

  0%       0%   0%       1%   11%     16%   89%     83%
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Comments: 
1. One of my favorite professors so far!
2. One of the best professors! He is always open for a discussion or responding a question.
3. - Provide rooms with "real" tables for exercise sessions

Did you have difficulties following the teacher’s
language?

  63%     53%   24%     28%   4%      13%   9%       7%
Could the teacher with his teaching activities
improve your language skills? (applicable only if
the teaching language differs from the main
teaching language of the secondary school)   2%       3%   11%      9%   39%     39%   20%     17%   28%     32%
Are you generally satisfied with the course
taught?

  0%       1%   4%       6%   26%     62%   70%     31%

Interest
Are you interested in the subject?

  0%       1%   11%      9%   39%     51%   50%     39%

Infrastructure
Are the teaching rooms for this course adequate?
(blackboard visibility, seating, acoustics)

  2%       3%   2%      11%   50%     47%   46%     38%
Are the rooms and equipment for the
supplementary didactic activities (exercises,
labors, seminars, …) adequate?

  2%       2%   2%      10%   54%     55%   41%     32%

Suggestions
Generally reduce the study work load

  0%      17%
Increase support teaching activities

  2%       8%
Provide more basic knowledge

  9%       8%
Eliminate topics already dealt with in other
courses

  2%       3%
Improve coordination with other courses

  7%       6%
Improve quality of teaching material

  7%       7%
Provide teaching material in advance

  2%      10%
Provide midterm exams

  4%      21%
Arrange evening lectures

  2%       0%
Improve the usability of teaching rooms (spaces,
usability, facilities)

  7%      15%
Improve the usability of labors (spaces, usability,
facilities)

  0%       4%
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- when showing a slide the whole text on it should be shown immediately
- exercise sessions should be without online polls if there is no multiple choice question in the exam
- very positive that the lecturer pointed out the learning goals at the very beginning
4. Non ho mai trovato un professore così disponibile nel rispiegare certi argomenti e a venire incontro alle esigenze di noi studenti (ripetere qualcosa
piuttosto che soffermarsi su altro), puntuale nel rispondere le mail! Con la sua passione, il professore é riuscito ad appassionarmi particolarmente a questa
materia; nonostante all'inizio non mi sentissi portata, ora ho acquisito padronanza in materia. 
5. system does not seem to be university standards but rather less differentiated
6. Prof. Pinna is defenetly one of the best professors at the university and also has a great reputation!
7. the most interesting course in this semester. very interesting and a very energetic and qualified teacher.
8. the professor was always available for additional explanations and he replied to emails within 24h. doing the midterm exam was a good idea and the
professor did a very good job.
9. Great course, I liked it very much. I learned not only things written on the slides but also real-life finance applications using FT articles. Teacher was
always availible and did a great job.
He was asking students for feedback in order to improve to course and the learning conditions for the students.
10. This course was very well done. It was almost surprising how well...
The teacher was always well prepared, ALWAYS available and clear with his explanations.
His youngish style is really a necessary refreshment to the academic staff.
Very well done!
11. reduce teaching hours, it is too much to meet sometimes 4 times per week plus exercise
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